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Figure 1: Overview of our retargeting method and results

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method for retargeting motion onto a char-
acter with a completely different skeleton and mesh. We simplify
the source and target meshes into a short list of corresponding key-
points, used to define a sparse motion semantic representation. We
reformulate the retargeting problem as the minimization of new ob-
jective functions derived from this semantic representation, making
it possible to optimize the target motion to achieve a contact-aware
retargeting in real-time.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATEDWORK
Transferring the motion of a character onto another one, called
motion retargeting, is a crucial aspect of character animation. Com-
plexity comes from the wide variety of 3D character models, with
possibly different skeleton topology on top of different skin meshes.
Contact being, as recently shown [Basset et al. 2022], a point of
utmost attention, the need to preserve them makes motion transfer
a really challenging task.
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Because of this complexity, some methods restrict the problem
to limit the diversity of characters. For instance, in [Basset et al.
2020; Jin et al. 2017], both the source and target characters need to
come from the same deformable mesh template, in order to make
correspondence easier. The last few years have seen the emergence
of learning-based approaches, leveraging deep neural networks
to ease generalization compared to optimization-based methods
[Aberman et al. 2020; Lim et al. 2019; Villegas et al. 2018]. However,
these approaches only take into account the skeleton, neglecting all
the information contained in the mesh. [Zhang et al. 2023b] uses the
information of the target mesh to minimize self-penetration issues,
regardless of contacts appearing on the source mesh. By design, all
of those methods will fail to accurately capture important aspects
of the motion, and offer a limited degree of generalization to new
characters with unseen skeletal structures or morphologies.

Othermethods based on reinforcement-learning [Reda et al. 2023;
Zhang et al. 2023a] have allowed for a physically accurate retarget-
ing that takes into account mesh contacts, but require training a
new agent for each new target character.

Our method represents motion as semantic matrices extracted
from the positions of a low number of key vertices on the mesh,
generalizing to meshes the work done on skeletons in [Zhang et al.
2023b]. We focus on making them as sparse as possible in both
spatial and temporal domains, allowing us to be orders of magnitude
faster than previous optimization methods, while retaining a high
degree of control and increasing generalization.

2 PROPOSED METHOD
We present a new representation of poses via sparse motion seman-
tics, enabling us to formulate losses that account for interactions
such as collision avoidance, surface contacts, and deformations that
were previously overlooked by other methods.
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This is done by selecting a subset of 𝑁 mesh vertices to provide a
spatially sparse representation of the morphology of the character,
as shown in Figure 1. This step can be manually performed by an
untrained human, but optimal transport methods could help make
it automatic [Solomon et al. 2016].

We formulate the retargeting task as an optimization problem,
where q, 𝑝 are the target poses and root bone position :

min
q,𝑝

𝑤semLsem +𝑤regLreg +𝑤smoothLsmooth (1)

The regularization loss Lreg penalizes solutions that are far from
the initialization, and the smoothness loss Lsmooth ensures that
the changes in velocity are small. Unlike previous methods, the
semantic lossLsem makes use of the distance and direction between
pairs of keypoints, in addition to the velocity, normal, and height of
each keypoint, to estimate how faithful the retargeted pose is to the
source motion. Calling 𝑘𝑖 the 3D position of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ sample point,
Lsem is expressed as the weighted sum of the following losses.

• One loss ensuring that the distance between pairs of key-
points is preserved :

Lpos =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗

(𝑘source𝑖 − 𝑘source𝑗

 − 𝑘target𝑖
− 𝑘

target
𝑗

)2
• One loss ensuring that the direction between pairs of key-
points is preserved (with 𝑆cosine being the cosine similarity):

Ldir =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗

𝑆cosine
(
𝑘source𝑖 − 𝑘source𝑗 , 𝑘

target
𝑖

− 𝑘
target
𝑗

)2
• One loss using the normals 𝑛𝑖 of the keypoints to penalize
intersecting limbs :

Lpen =

𝑁∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗

max
(
0, 𝑛target

𝑖
·
(
𝑘
target
𝑖

− 𝑘
target
𝑗

))
• One loss penalizing keypoints penetrating the floor :

Lheight =
𝑁∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗

max
(
0,−𝑘target

𝑖
· −→up

)
• A loss penalizing foot sliding across successive frames :

Lsliding =
∑︁
𝑡

∑︁
𝑖∈Feet

(𝑘target
𝑖,𝑡+Δ𝑡 − 𝑘

target
𝑖,𝑡

)
−
(
𝑘source𝑖,𝑡+Δ𝑡 − 𝑘source𝑖,𝑡

)2
These losses do not apply to all joints for each frame. Instead, we
compute a relevance matrix for each of those, based on the source
keypoints, in order to ponderate those losses depending on the pose.
These matrices are very sparse both spatially (only a few joints are
significant for a given frame) and temporally (a given joint is often
significant for only a few frames at a time).

3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We implemented our computations in Pytorch and used the Adam
optimizer to perform gradient descent, processing all frames si-
multaneously with 𝑁 = 42. Around 30 iterations are needed to
yield good results, which gives an inference speed of 25 frames per
second on a Nvidia RTX 3060. Visual examples of our retargeting
method can be found in Figure 1 and in supplementary material.

We evaluated ourmethod on animations from theMixamo dataset
[Adobe 2023], similarly to [Aberman et al. 2020; Villegas et al. 2018;
Zhang et al. 2023b]. We compared our method to state-of-the-art
retargeting from [Zhang et al. 2023b], which, by design, does not
capture source contacts, nor take ground contacts into account.
Additional work is needed to provide quantitative comparison with
previous methods, as well as a preferential user study.

Performance-wise, our approach is faster than other optimization-
based retargeting work, which reported speed of 0.7 seconds per
frame [Jin et al. 2017] and up to 15 minutes per frame [Basset et al.
2020].

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We presented an efficient contact-aware retargeting method, based
on sparse semantics. Even though we focused on humanoid char-
acters, our method could easily adapt to other types of characters,
such as quadruped animals. In future work, we will experiment with
new losses adapted for more specific tasks, such as multi-character
retargeting or interactions with objects. Using another sparse loss
for inter-character interactions, our approach would likely scale
up to crowds with minimal impact on performance. We would also
like to experiment with non-flat or deformable ground surfaces.
Finally, learning the sparse weighting matrices could yield even
better results.
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